Photosensitive epilepsy (PSE) is a type of epilepsy where seizures are set off by visual improvements that structure designs on schedule or space, like blazing lights; intense, customary examples; or normal moving examples. PSE influences around one of every 4,000 individuals (5% of those with epilepsy).

Individuals with PSE experience epileptiform seizures upon openness to certain visual boosts. The specific idea of the improvement or boosts that trigger the seizures shifts starting with one patient then onto the next, as does the nature and seriousness of the subsequent seizures (going from brief nonattendance seizures to full tonic–clonic seizures). Numerous PSE patients experience an "emanation" or feel odd sensations before the seizure happens and this can fill in as a notice to a patient to move away from the trigger improvement.

A few attributes are normal in the trigger improvements of numerous individuals with PSE. The examples are normally high in luminance contrast (brilliant blazes of light substituting with obscurity, or white bars against a dark foundation). Differentiations in shading alone (without changes in luminance) are once in a while triggers for PSE. A few patients are more influenced by examples of specific tones than by examples of different tones. The specific separating of an example on schedule or space is significant and shifts starting with one individual then onto the next: a patient may promptly encounter seizures when presented to lights that streak seven times each second, yet might be unaffected by lights that streak two times every second or twenty times each second. Boosts that fill the whole visual field are bound to cause seizures than those that show up in just a segment of the visual field. Improvements saw with the two eyes are typically significantly more liable to cause seizures than upgrades seen with one eye in particular (which is the reason covering one eye may permit patients to stay away from seizures when given visual difficulties). A few patients are touchier with their eyes shut; others are more delicate with their eyes open.

Conclusion might be made by noticing the connection between openness to explicit visual boosts and seizure action. More exact examination can be completed by consolidating an EEG with a gadget creating Intermittent Photic Stimulation (IPS). The IPS gadget produces explicit sorts of upgrades that can be controlled and changed with exactness. The testing doctor changes the IPS gadget and searches for trademark peculiarities in the EEG, for example, photoparoxysmal reaction (PPR), that are predictable with PSE or potentially may proclaim the beginning of seizure movement. The testing is stopped before a seizure really happens.

No fix is accessible for PSE, albeit the affectability of certain individuals may lessen over the long run. Clinical treatment is accessible to lessen affectability, with sodium valproate being usually endorsed. Patients can likewise figure out how to keep away from circumstances in which they may be presented to upgrades that trigger seizures or potentially find ways to reduce their affectability (as by covering one eye) in case they are unavoidably uncovered. These activities together can decrease the danger of seizures to very nearly zero for some PSE patients.
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